
Prashant Singh
Full Stack Developer

I aspire to pursue a career in a product-based company that aligns with my 
passion for innovation, offering opportunities for professional development, 
with a mindful consideration of the company's growth.

PROFILE SUMMARY

 Result-oriented professional with nearly 5 years of rich and extensive 
experience in Software Development

 In my career, I've consistently demonstrated a passion for innovation and 
a drive for growth. I thrive in diverse environments, seamlessly 
transitioning between collaborative cross-functional teams and solo 
projects

 Skilled in driving innovation and performance enhancement throughout 
the software development lifecycle

 Significantly contributed to a trade association, specialising in advancing 
drilling industry standards and practices.Implemented innovative 
solutions to enhance product performance, while ensuring seamless 
technical support for clients

 Demonstrated commitment to continuous learning and adaptation, 
evident in the mastery of diverse technologies and frameworks across 
different roles and industries.

CORE COMPETENCIES

Problem solving

Time management

Creativity Continuous Learning

Adaptability

Innovation

ACHIEVEMENTS

PestoTech Fellow (Pursuing)

Certified in Azure 900

3 Performance awards

MongoDB Certification (Pursuing)

WORK EXPERIENCE

Softway Solutions Private Limited
Feb’23 - Present
Bangalore, India

 Managed a significant trade association project independently, catering 
to over 250 companies

 Engaged in nearly every stage of the Software Development Life Cycle 
(SDLC) for the project

 Effectively outlined project requirements, established key milestones, 
created workflow diagrams, figma designs, and broke down client stories 
to identify technical tasks for a retainer project.

FullStack Developer

2018-2019

TechBee Scholar Senior Developer

2022-2023

2019-2022

Web Developer

2023-Now

FullStack 
Developer

+918175038637

ps5946@outlook.com

prashantsingh.tech

linkedin.com/prashantsingh5946

github.com/PrashantSingh5946

TECHNICAL SKILLS

React JS

Node JS

Express JS

Next.js

System Design

Javascript

DSA

Cypress

Tailwind

MySQL

Postman

Figma

HTML, CSS

Git/Github/Gitlab

Linux

Docker, Apache

PWAs

MongoDB

https://www.softway.com/
mailto:amitchandrakar028@gmail.com
https://prashantsingh.tech
https://linkedin.com/in/prashantsingh5946
https://github.com/PrashantSingh5946


 Successfully optimised the core functionalities, reducing the time taken and resource utilisation to 20% of the original 

one

 Implemented complex functionalities, enhancing the UX, responsiveness and overall design by implementing intuitive UI 

designs

 Worked directly with the Client.

HCL Technologies Limited

Nov’22 - Feb’23
Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh

 Contributed to Microsoft Dynamics 365 Platform, contributing in the enhancement of the CRM platform

 Implemented the solutions for an effective and reliable automation system

 Brought innovation to existing systems by optimising them using Microsoft Azure

 Drastically improved the precision, scope, and efficiency within the existing structure while simultaneously elevating 

coding standards and system architecture

 Managed a team of six developers and actively conducted technical interviews.

Senior Software Developer

HCL Technologies Limited

Oct‘19 - Nov’22
Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh

 Developed a tool to crawl webpages and track daily changes including the UI, accessibility, and performance scores.

 Contributed in the development and enhancements of various internal tools used by client, including but not limited to  

an electron app, chrome extensions and backend solutions

 Worked on bing search, building cross platform backend APIs, gathering and storing analytics data

 Worked on developing a Scheduler, which helped bring operational costs down.

Software Developer

HCL TSS

Jul’18 - Oct’19
Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh

 Created a web application to configure network devices, take backups and monitor uptime

 Enhanced technical prowess in JavaScript, SQL, Computer Networks, Operating Systems and ITIL through immersive 

training at HCL TechBee, setting a strong foundation for IT career progression

 Polished communication abilities through regular interactions with mentors and peers, facilitating clear expression of 

ideas and effective teamwork

 Secured scholarship by obtaining 85%+ grades

HCL TechBee Trainee

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Computer Science

Integral University, Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh

PERSONAL DETAILS

Address D3 402, Krittika Apartments, 
Sushant Golf City, Lucknow

Date of Birth 15/05/1999

PERSONAL PROJECTS

FITX

An AI-driven fitness app in development, aims to transform health and wellness approaches. Using Google Fit API, it 

analyses user data to offer personalised workout and nutrition plans. Key features include workout tracking, meal 

planning, goal setting, and community engagement. The app prioritises user experience, privacy, and security.

https://www.hcltech.com
https://www.hcltech.com
https://www.vnrseeds.com/

